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Syntactic and Prosodic Properties of Italian Restructuring Verbs 
Paola Monachesi 
Utrecht University - Uil OTS 
1. Introduction 
Complex predicates present grammatical frameworks with interesting interface prob-
lems. While the issues they raise with regard to the syntax-semantics interface have received 
considerable attention in the literature, this is not the case for the syntax-phonology interface. 
In this respect, a particular kind of complex predicate will be addressed which occurs in the 
presence ofItalian restructuring verbs (Rizzi 1982). I will argue that an analysis of these verbs 
in terms of argument composition can provide a uniform account of clitic climbing as well as 
of the other syntactic properties that characterize them. • 
I will follow Rizzi (1982) in assuming thaltwo different syntactic structures should be 
associated with restructuring verbs. The situation is, however, different at the prosodic level, 
where there is motivation to assume only one structure. Italian restructuring verbs constitute ad-
ditional evidence in favor of the non-isomorphism between prosodic and syntactic constituents 
given that two different syntactic structures correspond to a single prosodic configuration. It 
becomes !bus of crucial relevance to determine the constraints which are responsible for the 
syntax-prosody mapping. I will discuss different algorithms which have been proposed in the 
literature to this end. In particular, it will be sbown that those suggested by Nespor and '\bgel 
(1986), Selltirk (1986) and Truckcnbrodt (1998) make the wrong predictions with respect to the 
prosodic structure of restructuring verbs. More generally, a shortcoming of these approaches 
is that prosodic constituency is driven to a large extent by syntactic principles. This is not the 
case of the algorithm suggested in Ghini (1993) which will be assumed in order to map syntac-
tic structure to prosodic structure in the case of restructuring verbs. It will be sbown that the 
algorithm can properly deal with the relevant data, not only when two restructuring verbs are 
present, but also when there is a more complex configuration due to the presence of additional 
restructuring verbs or intervening adverbs. 
"[ would like LD Ihank Lauro aofile. Mireo Ghint Aditi Lahiri. Michoel Moortglt IJId MoriDl Nespor for 
comments and suggestions. This work was supported by a grant from the N~lh~rlDnds 0'lClllilJJlion for Scientific 
R .. <arrh (NWO) while an NWO SIR.grant allowed me LD attend !he conference. 
@ .999 by Pao'a Monochesi 
Piu,1'amanji. MasUo Hirotani. IJId Nancy Hall (eds.) NELS 29: 2TI· 292 
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2. The Data 
Rizzi (1982) identifies three classes of restructuring verbs in Italian: 
(I) Restructuring verbs 
• modal verbs 
(e.g. pO/ere 'can', dovere 'must', vo/ere 'want') 
• aspectual verbs 
(e.g. cominciare 'to begin',jinire 'to finish', cominuare 'to continue') 
• motion verbs 
(e.g. venire 'to come', andore 'to go', IOmare 'to come back') 
These verbs act as a class with respect to certain phenomena such as clitic climbing, long NP-
movement. lough constructions and auxiliaI)' selection. In this paper, I will focus on clitic 
climbing which is one of the most salient diagnostic revealing complex predicate formation: 
(2) a. Martina 10 vuole leggere. 
Martina cl.(acc) wants to read 
'Martina wants to read il' 
b. Martina vuole leggerlo. 
Martina wants to read cl.(acc) 
'Martina wants to read iL' 
In this construction, a clitic which originates as dependent of a complement verb can climb and 
attach to the trigger verb as shown in (2a). The two verbs act thus as a unit with respect to clitic 
placement and the result is a complex verb. In standard Italian, clitic climbing is optional with 
restructuring verbs, as shown by example (2b), where the clitic attaches to the embedded verb. 
3. A Lexical Analysis ofItalian C1ilicization 
I will assume a lexical approach to cliticization which treats Italian clitics as affixes 
(cf. also Miller (1992) for French and Monachesi (1998) for Romanian). Clitics will not be 
considered lexical items which are located in a specific position by the rules of syntax, bnt 
featural information which is provided in the lexicon and used in morphophonology for the 
realization of the cJiticized verb fonn. I will assume that cliticization is a lexical operation 
which has both a syntactidsemantic effect and a morphophonological one (d. also Monachesi 
(1996). Monachesi (1999), Miller and Sag (1997». The syntactidsemantic effect is reflected on 
the fact that cJitics satisfy the subcategorization requirements of the verb they are an argument 
of. A lexical rule can be suggested to obtain this result: 
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(3) Complement Cliticization Lexica! Rule (CCLR) 
[:::.n verb l [VAL I COMPS m J VAL I COMPS rno~ 0-+ CLTS ~list(cl-ss) 
CLTS elist 
The effect of the rule is that the complements of the verb are removed from the COMPS list 
and are added as members of the CLTS lisl Verbs which have undergone this operation are 
thus enriched with the relevant featural information, which is used in mOlphophonology for the 
realization of the cliticized verb form. Appropriate constraints relate the featural infonnatJon 
present on verbs, to the acma! phonological realization of the clitic: 
(4) Realization of the accusative, third person mascullne singular clitic. 
[
Cample:x:-morph 1 ~ [[affix 1] 
STEMlssILICICLTS(NP{acC]! .. m)J AFFIX PHONISKEL( 10 )J 
The constraint above states that if a verb contains an accusative, third singular, masculine ele-
ment in its CLTS list (which encodes the information about those elements that will be rcalized 
as clitics), the clitic 10 must also be present in the strucWre. 
The interaction of the lexical rule in (3) with the conslraint presented above licenses 
cliticized verb forms like leggerlo 'to read it', which occurs in example (2b): 
(5) Realization of the cliticized verb form leggerl0 'to read it' . 
word 
PHON I SKEL(J.u.rIo) 
compla-morph 
word 
PHON I SKEL( lou") 
STEM HEAD [~RM i~ 
[] SS I L I C VAL I COMPS eIis1 MORPH 
ccrs (NP{acc] •• rm ) 
AFFIX [:NI SKEL( 10 )] 
SYNSEM[J 
The description states that the verb doesn't subcategorize for complements. The information 
3
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about its direct object is encoded in the CLTS list and realized phonologically as the c1itic 10.1 
4. Restructuring Verbs and Argwnent Composition 
In this section, I will argue that an analysis in terms of argument composiJion can pro-
vide an adequate account of clitic climbing while being compatible with the lexical approach to 
cliticization, which I have just skelcbed. Argument composition is a lexical mechanism which 
allows the resLructuring verb to inherit the complements of the embedded verb, including those 
ones which might be realized as clitics (Hinrichs and NaJcazawa 1990, Moortgat 1988).2 Before 
presenting the analysis, I will address the issue of the syntactic structure of restructuring verbs. 
I follow Rizzi (1982) in assuming that while there is motivation 10 let the embedded 
verb and its complements form a constituent if no clitic climbing occurs, this is not the case 
if clitic climbing is triggered. Rizzi proposed four tests based on Pied Piping, Clefting. Righl 
Node Raising and Compla NP shift which provide support for two different structures in the 
case of restructuring verbs: 
(6) Flat structure 
VP 
~ 
c1-V V COMPS 






The flat SLructure is associated wIth the clitic climbing configuration while the hierarchical 
sLructure represents those cases where the clitic remains auached to the lower verb. There 
will be (at least) two lexical eDmes which describe a restructuring verb such as volere. It can 
subcategorize for a verbal complement and the arguments of the lauer: 
1 An additioo'al corutrainl. which I baye not mentioned ben:. accounts for the position of the cline with respect 
10 the hosl. I refer 10 Mon.cberi (\999) for a comprehensive analysis of the morphophonologjcal properties of 
It.aliau cliticizalion. 
'It can be SbOWD thBl argument ccmposition can provide a IlJlifolll1 analysis of the other properties of these 
verbs, that is: long NP·movemen~ lough constructions and auxiliary selection. I refer 10 Monacbesi (1999) for a 
delaiJed discussion. 
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(8) word 





COMPs(rn VAL[SUBJ(NPm)] ) e ffi 
COMPSrn 
CLTS ellst 
This entry plays a role in those cases in which ctitic climbing 0CClUlI. Volere is a subject control 
verb, there is thus a coindexation between the subject of the infinitival complemeot and that 
of the control verb, which is indicated by the tag m. It should be noticed that the notation E9 
stands for the append relation while the tag m indicates slruCIllre sharing between the elemenlS 
in the COMPS tist of the infinitival and that of the restructuring verb. This is the mechanism of 
argumeot composition which makes the complements of the embedded verb become comple-
menlS of the reslructuring verb. The condition CLTS elist eosures that argument composition 
occurs only if the embedded verb doesn't coostitute a clitlcized verb form. 
The interaction of the Complement Ctitlcization Lexical Rule with the Argwnent Com-
position mechanism accounlS for ctitlc climbing: 
(2a) Martina 10 vuole leggere. 
Martina cl.(acc) wants to read 
• Martina wants to read it' 
The verb vuole subcategorizes for the verbal complement and for the argwnents of the latter, 
as sbown in the entry (8) above. The Complement Ctiticizatloo Lexical Rule can theo apply to 
license clitlcized verbs while the coostraint in (4) isrespoosible for the phooological realization 
of the information cootained in CLTS as the ctitic 10. A flat structure is associated with example 
(2a), as illustrated here: 
(9) vp[COMP~ )] 
~ 
[
COMPS ([fN [COMPS([i])])] Ie!", 
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An alternative leJticai entry will be associated with the verb valere, one in which the verb sub-
categorizes for a saturated VP (i.e. a VP with an empty COMPS list): 
(10) word 
PHON I SKEl.( vole,..) 
HEADvub 
SUB] ([j] NPm) 
SSILIC VAL ooM+ [:;[S: (NIffi)]]) l COMPS ,I", 
ARG-ST(I!l.ID) 
This entry plays a crucial role in the analysis of sentences like (2b), repeated below, in which 
the clitic doesn't climb: 
(2b) Martina vuole leggerlo. 
Martina wants to read cL(acc) 
'Martina wants to read it' 
The restructuring verb subcategorizes for the the VP headed by the cliticized verb fonn given 
in (5). In this case there will be a hierarchical structure like the following: 
(11) 
An advantage of the argument composition approach is that it is leJtically constrained, therefore 
the mechanism is triggered only by restructuring verbs.3 
5. The Prosodic Representation of Restructuring Verbs 
In the previous section, I have suggested that two syntactic structures should be asso-
ciated with restructuring verbs: a fiat one if clitic climbing occurs and a hierarchical one if 
'Clitic climbing bas several additional properties whicb. for reason of spoce. cannot be addressed bere. I refer 
to Monacbesi (1999) for a detailed discussion. 
6
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the clitic combines with the infinitival verb. The situation seems different at the prosodic level 
where it can be shown that the same representation can be assumed whether clitic climbing oc-
curs or nol A crucial question which needs to be addressed in this respect concerns the kind of 
prosodic constituent that a restructuring verb and the infinitival one form. A possibility would 
be that they merge together in a Prosodic Word. 'This seems a reasonable assumption especially 
in those situations in which clitic climbing occurs, given that the two verbs form a complex 
one. However, on the basis of prosodic rules such as Intervocalic s-Voicing and Vowel Raising, 
which have the Prosodic Word as domain of application, it can be concluded that this is not the 
case. However, the most convincing evidence against such a proposal comes from the fact that 
adverbs can intervene between the two verbs. 1bis is a possibility both if clitic climbing occurs 
(l2a) or if it doesn't (12b): 
(12) a. 10 voglio sicuramente leggere. 
d. (acc) want to surely ' read 
b. Voglio sicuramente leggerlo. 
want to surely read c1.(acc) 
'I surely want to read il' 
Alternatively, one can assume that the two verbs combine in a Phonological Phrase (<11). Evi-
dence in favor of this hypothesis will be provided on the basis of the phonological rules of Rod· 
doppiamemo Sintattico, Stress Retraction and Final Lengthening. Nespor and Vogel (1986). 
have argued that these rules have the Phonological Phrase as domain of application. 
Raddoppiamento Sintattico (RS) is a rule which applies in central and southern varieties 
of Italian. Given a sequence of two words, the rule lengthens the initial consonant of the second 
word, if the first word ends in a stressed vowel: 
(13) a. Martinaha letto meta [l:)ibro. 
Martina has read half book 
'Martina has read half a book.' 
b. Martina ha letto due libri. 
'Martina has read two books' 
As can be seen in (13a), the word metd ends in a stressed vowel and RS is triggered; this is not 
the case in (Bb) where the word due doesn't end in a stressed vowel. A further condition for 
the application of RS is that the two words must belong to the same Phonological Phrase: 
(14) a. (Am [l:]etto). (illibro) • . 
'He will have read the book.' 
b. (VlSita). (Ie citta)./I (molto vecchie). 
'He visits very old cities.' 
In example (14a) the two words avra and leno belong to the same \l? and therefore RS applies. 
This is not the case in (14b) where ciud and molto belong to different Phonological Phrases. In 
this configuration, RS doesn't apply despite the fact that the triggering conditions are mel The 
7
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double slashes indicate failure ofRS. It should be noticed thatRS is triggered in the combination 
of a restructuring verb with an infinitival: 
(15) a. La POlrO [I:jeggere. 
cl.(ace) can read 
'I will be able to read il' 
b. Potro [l:jeggerlo. 
can read cI.(acc) 
This fact can be used as evidence that the two verbs belong to the same Phonological Phrase. 
Stress Retraction (SR) is a rule of northern Italian. Given a sequence of two words, if 
the first word ends in a primary stressed vowel and the second word has its primary stress on 
the first syllable, then the final stress of the first word is moved leftward to avoid stress clash. 
Also in this case, the rule applies if the two words belong to the same PhonolOgical Phrase: 
(16) a. (Martina). (ha mangiato). (meta L6rta). -+ (mcta L6rta) 
'Martina has eaten half a cake' 
b. (La verita). (salta fuoIi). quasi sempre -+ (*vCIita) 
'The truth almost always comes out' 
In (l6a), the word lorta is stressed on the first syllable. In order to avoid stress clash, the stress 
of the preceding word moves thus to the left. It should be noticed that SR can apply because 
the two words belong to the same iR. This is not the case in (16b). The relevant words do not 
belong to the same iR and SR doesn't apply even though the triggering conditions are mel In 
the combination of a restructuring verb with an infinitival, SR applies as shown in the example 
below: 
(17) a. Lo POlrO leggere. 
cl.(acc) can read 
'I will be able to read il' 
b. PotIo leggerlo. 
can read cl.(acc) 
We have thus further support for the hypothesis that the two words belong to the same Phono-
logical Phrase. 
Final Lengthening (FL) is a phonological rule that lengthens the vowel bearing main 
slress in the phonological word which is final in a Phonological Phrase: 
(18) a. Ho mangiato (dei pasticcini Iipieni) •. 
have eaten some donuts filled 
'I have eaten some filled donuts.' 
b. Ho mangiato (dei pasticc[i:jni),. (ripieni). (di cioccolata) •. 
have eaten some donuts filled with chocolate 
'I have eaten some donuts filled with chocolate.' 
8
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In example (ISb) the wordpasticcini is final in a wand thus the vowel which bears main stress is 
lengthened. This is not the case in (ISa) where the word is not final within a W. FL is lriggered 
in the combination of a restrucruring verb with an infinitival, showing thus that the two words 
belong to the same <11: 
(19) a. Lo poteva I[e:]ggere. 
c1.(acc) can read 
'I was able to read iL' 
b. Poteva l[e:]ggerlo. 
can read c1.(acc) 
The data presented in this section provide convincing evidence that the restructuring verb and 
its verbal complement form a Phonological Phrase. Fur1hermore, the behavior with respect 
to the prosodic rules considered is the same whether clitic climbing has applied or noL The 
examples discussed in this section show that the domain of application of the phonological 
rules considered cannot be defined in terms of syntactic constituents. It is thus necessary to 
assume appropriate phonological constituents and a way to map syntactic structure into prosodic 
structure, as argued at length in Nespor and Vogel (1986). 
6. The Syntax-Phonology Interrace 
Different algorithms have been proposed in the literature to deal with the fact that the 
domain of application of certain phonological rules is not isomorphic with a given syntactic 
constituenL In the following section, 1 will discuss the one proposed by Nespor and Vogel 
(1986) and the problems it faces when applied to restructuring verbs. Similar shortcomings 
are encountered by the end-based algorithm proposed by Selkirk (1986). A common feature of 
these approaches is that iIi-constituency is driven to a large extent by syntactic principles. This 
is not the case of the algorithm suggested in Ghini (1993) which will be adopted in order to map 
syntactic structure to prosodic structure in the case of restructuring verbs. 
6.1 Nespor and Vogel 1986 
Nespor and Vogel (19S6) have proposed a two steps algorithm to derive phonological 
phrase constituency from syntactic constituency. Prosodic structure is derived from syntactic 
structure by a mapping rule which Is supposed to be universal. Since there are languages in 
which phonological rules can optionally apply, the possibility of <11 restrucruring is foreseen:4 
1. W domain 
The domain of a <11 consists of a Clitic Group (C) which contains a lexical head (X) and all 
Cs on its nonrecursive side up to the C that contains another head outside of the maximal 
projection of X. Only V, N and A are considered lexical heads. 
4As Nespor (1993) notices, Ibe optional ttslI1lctnring of ~ makes different predictions from Ibe optionalap-
plication of a given phonological rule. The former predicts Ibal the restruchmd pbnse constitutes the domain of 
application of all the phonological process wbicb ore appropriate for I . On Ibe olb., band, Ibel.tter predicts Ibat 
a given N1e is optional in the rJ domain. bill other ones might DOt be.. 
9
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2. g) consrrucrion 
Join into an n-ary branching g) all Cs included in a string delimited by the definition of 
the domain of g). 
3. g) resrrucruring (optional) 
A nonbranching g) which is the first complement of X on its recursive side is joined into 
the g) that contains X. 
It shouJd be noticed that in Italian, the nonrecursive side is on the left of a head. Furthermore, 
in the formuJation of Nespor and VogeJ, a Clitic Group is assumed. However, in Monachesi 
(1995) I have provided evidence against the existence of this constituent in ILalian, therefore 
Prosodic Words will be considered instead. 
According to the algorithm, the restructuring verb and the infinitival complement form 
a Phonological Phrase in a clitic climbing configuration. In this case, we have a flat SlIUcture 
at the syntactic level and both lexical heads belong to the same maximal projection. Therefore, 
they will be merged in a g):5 
(20) ([10 patrolv [Ieggerelv lvp 
(10 paLre leggere)~ 
'I will be able to read it' 
In the previous section, I have shown that both RS and SR apply in this configuration, the algo-
rithm makes thus the right predictions.6 
The situation is different if c1itic climbing doesn't apply. Recall that in this case we 
have a hierarchical slIUcture; the two heads belong to two different maximal projections and the 
algorithm predicts that each verb shouJd form its own g). However, g)-restructuring can apply 
since the verb leggerlo is the first complement of the reslIUcturing verb on its recursive side 
(which is the side on the right of the head in ILalian): 
(21) [[poLrelv [Ieggerlolvplvp 
(poLrb)~ (Ieggerlo)~ -t (patri'> leggerlo)~ 
'I will be able to read it' 
In this case, we expect both RS and SR to be optional. but this prediction is not bome out since 
both rules are obligatory. 
Similar problems are encountered if two restructuring verbs are presenL In this config-
uration, the clitic can attach to any of the verbs: 
:i]n Ibis and in rbe following examples, syntactic structure is represented by square brackets, while prosodic 
structure by parenthesis. 
IIPor reasons of space, only the rules of RS and SR will be considered. Unlike FL, no measurements are 
necessary to verify their application. 
10
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(22) a. [[10 dovraJv (poterJv [leggerelvJvp 
(10 dovra poler leggere). 
'He must be able to read it' 
b. ([dovr~]v {polerJo leggere]vp ]vp 
(dovra)., (polerlo leggere). 
c. [[dovraJv [[pOlefJv [leggerloJvpJvPJvP 
(dovra)., (p0ler). (Ieggerlo). -t (dom pater). (leggerlo). 
In example (22a), we have a Oat structure at the syntactic level and the three verbs belong to 
the same maximal projection. The algorithm will map the three verbs into a ib. On the other 
hand, in (22b), the rule of ib-formation will group the last two verb in a ib and the first verb in 
a separate~. Since the complement of dovrll is branching, restructuring cannot apply. Three 
different Phonological Phrases are created in (22c), but in this case the rule of restructuring 
can apply because the first complement is nonbranching. The parsings produced, however, do 
not account =Uy for the data: RS applies equally in the three sentences, but the algorithm 
predicts no RS in the second one and optional RS in the thirrl one. As for SR it doesn't apply in 
the following sentences, but the algorithm predicts that it should occur in the first one, while it 
shouldn't in the second one:7 
(23) a. [[10 dovra]v [fare]v [JeggerelvJvp 
(10 dovra fare leggere). 
'He must make (him) read it' 
b. [[dovril]v [farlo leggereJvpJvp 
(dovra). (farlo leggere). 
The algorithm proposed by Nespor and Vogel makes the right predictions with respect to the 
rule of RS if an adverb occurs between two restructuring verbs: 
(24) a. [[10 dovra]v [proprio],wv [poterJv [leggere]v]vp 
(10 dovra proprio pater leggere)., 
'He must really be able to read it' 
b. [[dovra]v [proprioJADv [paterlo leggere]vp]vp 
(dom proprio). (paterlo leggere). 
c. [[dovralv [proprio lADY [[poterlv [Ieggerlolvp Iv p lvp 
(dom proprio). (pater). (leggerlo)., 
In this case RS is obligatory since the modal verb dovrlJ and the adverb merge in a <l) according 
to the mapping rule. However, we would also expect obligatory SR, but instead it is optional. 
Tn.e causative verb fare is present in this example because in OIder far SR 10 apply stress sbould fall on the 
first syUable of the second word. This is not the case for pote~ which OCClD"S in the previous example since it bas 
primary stress falling on the penultimate syllable.. I assume. bowever, a syntactic representation of causative verbs 
similar to lbat of restructuring verb • . 
11
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It seems thus that the mapping algorithm proposed by Nespor and Vogel (1986) is faced 
with serious problems when applied to the restructuring data under consideration. It fails even 
in the simplest cases exemplified by (20) and (21) since it is not able to predict that different 
syntactic structures should map into the same prosodic one. 
6.2 Selkirk 1986 andTruckenbrodt 1998 
Similar problems are encountered if the algorithm argued for by Selkirk (1986) is 
adopted. She proposed an end-based mapping rule according to which the relation between 
syntactic structure and prosodic structure can be accounted for by constraints on alignment 
She suggested that for any constituent a in syntactic structure, its R or (L) edge coincides with 
the edge of a constituent of category fJ in prosodic structure. A reformulation of the algorithm, 
within current Optimality Theory, would be the follOwing (cf. Selkirk (1995»: 
(25) Align-XP.R: Align (XP,R;P,R) 
'For each XP, there is a P, such that the right edge of XP coincides with the right edge 
ofP.' 
(26) Align-XP.L: Align (XP,L;P,L) 
'For each XP, there is a P, such that the left edge of XP coincides with the left edge of 
P: 
In Italian, it is the constraint in (25) that should be adopted. If it is applied to the data presented 
in the previous section. it would merge in a oli all the verbs present in a sentence. Whether we 
have a flat structure or a hierarchical structure. the VP which is aligned with the right edge of a 
oli contains all the clements present This result will make the correct predictions with respect 
to the application of RS. but not with respect to SR 
Truckenbrodt (1998) proposes that an additional constraint should be operative in the 
syntax-prosody mapping. which demands that each syntactic XP is contained in a oli: 
(27) Wrap-XP: Each XP is contained in a Phonological Phrase. 
It should be noticed, however, that in the examples under consideration, the presence of this 
additional constraint would not affect the predictions made by (25). 
63 Ghini 1993 
A common feature of the algorithms already discussed is that the mapping from syn-
tactic structure to prosodic structure is mainly driven by syntactic principles. This is not the 
case of the algorithm suggested in Ghini (1993). Under this approach. syntax determines only 
the domain of oli-formation which is delimited by the right edge of an XP. This first step incor-
porates thus the end-based mapping system proposed by Selkirk (1986). However. additional 
prosodic principles such as that of unifonnity and average weight. symmetry and increasing 
12
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units delennine the fonnation of Phonological Phrases within this domain. If>-constituency is 
thus sensitive 10 notions of phonological weight. balance and symmelIy: 
1. If> domain fOT7TUltion 
The domain of If> fonnation Is delimited by right-edge Xmax boundaries. 
2. If> fOrmlllion 
Phonological words included in a string delimited by w domain formation are distributed 
according to the principles of: 
A. uniformity and average weighl 
A string is ideally parsed into the same length of w's; the average weight of the w's 
depends on tempo: at an average rate of speech (moderato), a w contains two Prosodic 
Words (PW); the number of PWs within a <I> increases or decreases by one speeding up 
or slowing down the rate of speech . 
B. symmetry 
Strings are symmetrically parsed 
C. increasing units 
If strings with an odd number of primitive If> are not symmetrically parsed according to 
(b), <I> on the recursive side are heavier than If> on the nonrecursive side. 
The algorithm makes the correct predictions if a restructuring verb and its complement are 
present and clitic climbing occurs:8 
(28) [[10 potrolv 11 eggerel v lvp 
<(10 potro leggereJ. > 
'I will be able to read it' 
In this case, the whole VP constitutes the domain of <I> fonnation while the principle of unifor· 
mity and average weight ensures that both Prosodic Words are merged within a W. RS and SR 
should be thus obligatory and we have seen that this prediction is borne out A similar correct 
result is obtained if clitic climbing doesn't occur: 
(29) ([potro]v [leggerlo]vp]vp 
«potro leggerlo). > 
'I will be able to read it' 
In the example above, the right edge of the VP determines the domain of If> formation, therefore 
both verbs are grouped in a If> according to principle A. The advantages of \his algorithm, which 
is based on prosodic principles, are thus immediately evident The same prosodic representation 
is assigned to the combination of a restructuring verb and the infinitival whether clitic climbing 
occurs or not. which is a desired result Recall that a relation-based mapping system, such as 
that of Nespor and Vogel (1986), runs into problems with the examples above. This is because 
it relies on the syntactic notions of head and complements in the formulation of the mapping 
rules and not on phonological criteria. 
SIn this and in the fonowing examples, angle brackelS indicate the domain of ~ formation. 
13
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If two restructuring verbs are present as in (30), the whole VP constitutes the domain 
within which ills are buill The algorithm parses the first verb in a ifI while the other two verbs 
form a ifI of their own. This is obtained as result of the inleraction of principle A. which requires 
that Phonological Phrases should contain two PWs and the principle of increasing units which 
states that in asymmetric structures, prosodic units on the right (the recursive side in Italian) are 
heavier than those on the left: 
(30) a. [[10 dovra]v [poter]v [leggere]v]vp 
<(10 dovr!). (poler leggere). > 
'He must be able to read it' 
b. [[dovra]v [polerlo leggere]v p ]vp 
«dovra). (polerlo leggere). > 
c. [[dovra]v [[poter]v [leggerlo]vp]vp]vp 
«dovra). (poler leggerlo). > 
This parsing, however, predicts that the rule of RS shouldn't apply, since oovrlJ and pOler belong 
to two different ills, while it does. On the other hand, the correct result is obtained in the case 
of the rule of SR which doesn't apply and the division in ills correctly accounts for it: 
(31) a. [[10 dovra]v [farelv [leggerelv lvp 
<(10 dovra). (fare leggere). > 
'He must make (him) read it' 
b. [[dovra]v [farlo leggere]vp]vp 
«dovra). (farlo leggere). > 
If an adverb is present, as well as two restructuring verbs, the algorithm allows two possible 
representations: 
(32) a. [[10 dovra]v [propriO]ADV [poterlv [leggerelv lvp 
<(10 dovr! proprio). (poter leggere). > 
<(10 dovra). (proprio poter). (leggere). > 
'He must really be able to read it' 
b. [[dovra]v [proprio]ADV [poterlo leggere]vp]vp 
«dovra proprio). (polerlo leggere). > 
«dovra). (proprio poterlo). (leggere). > 
c. [[dovralv [propriO]ADV [[poter]v [leggerlo]vp]vp]vp 
«dom proprio). (pote leggerlo). > 
«dovra). (proprio poler). (leggerlo). > 
The rule of ill fonnation ensures that the whole VP constitutes the domain within which ills 
should be identified According to principle A, the string will be parsed in two ill each contain-
ing two PWs. On the other hand, the principle of symmetry requires that the first and the last 
PWs constitute independent ills while the remaining PW's are merged in a ifI. Two different 
representation are thus produced. Also in this case, the parsing makes the correct predictions 
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with respect to the rule of SR which is optional in this configwation, but nOl with respect to RS 
which should be obligatory. 
It seems thus that the algorithm proposed by Ghini is more successful than the other 
ones I have discussed in accounting for the relevant data. However, the rule ofRaddoppiamento 
SinlaUico constilnles a problem for il It could be the case that different types of RS should 
be distinguished as suggested by Esposito and Truckcnbrodt (1998). They distinguish a soon 
RS which applies across w when the triggering conditions are met and long RS which applies 
within a W. An experimental study is thus necessary to measure if the RS which occurs in (28) 
is the same as the one which occurs in (30). 
7. Conclusions 
Reslruclnring verbs constilnte an interesting lest case for the syntax-prosody interface. 
I have shown that their syntactic properties can be adequately accoWlted for in terms of the 
lwcal mechanism of argument composition. I have followed Rizzi (1982) in assuming that 
two different representations should be associate with reslruclnring verbs althe syntactic level 
However, this is not the case at the prosodic level where the restruclnring verb and the infinitival 
complement constitute individual prosodic words that merge into a PhonologiciJ Phrase. The 
same prosodic representation occurs whether there is clitic climbing or nol I haVe discussed 
different mapping algorithms which have been proposed in the literature to relate syntactic 
strucmre to prosodic structure. I have shown that the one proposed in Ghini (1993) is the most 
appropriate for the data considered It still faces some problems with respect to !he rule of 
Raddoppiamento Sinlauico which might suggest that different types of RS might indeed exisl 
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